How Oradian supports your financial
institution’s business continuity
Your community relies on your financial institution
As a financial services provider, your business plays a critical role in your community. Your clients count on
your business to deliver resources they rely on: their savings accounts, access to loans and credit,
microinsurance, their lending history and records of their personal documents. The services that you deliver
become even more important if there is a natural disaster or an emergency in your community.

Implementing best practices for business continuity planning
Responsible financial institutions are implementing business continuity plans to protect their operations,
prevent potential threats and ovarall mitigate their risks. Through proper business continuity planning, you are
protecting your financial institution from financial losses and your clients from serious risks.

Strengthening your business continuity strategy with Oradian
With Oradian’s services, your strengthen your business continuity strategy – while dedicating less of your time
and fewer of your resources on it. Oradian takes care of the key elements of the process enabling you to
focus on your core business - knowing and controling your portfolio. All you need to worry about is ensuring
Internet connectivity for your offices and branches. Oradian relieves you of your responsibilities to manage the
following:
•

A secondary data centre in a distant location

•

Redundant infrastructure

•

Data replication

•

Data backup and backup restoration

•

Service availability

Oradian guarantees permanent service availability, so you can operate without downtime.

How Oradian’s international best practice looks
Instafin and your
data is secure and
always available

3. Tertiary data centre
for storage of encrypted
data archives
1. Primary data centre
for secure hosting
of Instafin, Oradian’s
core banking system,
and secure storage of
backup copies that are
immediately available if
you experience data
corruption

2. Secondary data centre
for disaster recovery if
there is a disastrous event
that interrupts operations
an the primary data centre

These data centres are
protected by a multilayered security model
that is compliant with key
industry standards such as
ISO/IEC 27001.

This model includes
perimeter security, video
surveillance, security
personnel, sophisticated
access control system
and protection from
external and
environmental threats

Oradian’s three data
centres explained
1. Our primary data centre is where...
•
•
•

Instafin is hosted in a secure environment
Your data is backed up to mitigate the risk of data corruption
Our head office and security teams are.

2. Our secondary data centre is where...
•
•
•

All the data stored in the primary data centre is replicated
All the critical infrastructure supporting our core banking
system is mirrored
Our services are switched over to if the primary data
centre is affected in any way

3. Our tertiary data centre is where...
•

•
•

Your data is secured and available to you, even in the case of a
natural disaster that interrupts Oradian’s services at the primary and
secondary data centres
Your data archive is stored, enabling you to have point-in-time
recovery for forensic purposes or if you experience data corruption
All data archives are encrypted and stored

Our tiertiary data centre is located on a different tectonic plate and more than
500 kilometres away from our primary and secondary data centres

Contact us to learn more
about business continuity
Email: hello@oradian.com
Web: oradian.com

radian

Because of our
infrastructure and
security measures,
Instafin and your data
are always available to
you. You can run your
business without
system downtime or
recovery time.
You implement
international best
practice and connect to
some of the most secure
data centres, maintained
by security professionals
and certified
internationally. All you
need i san internet
connection.

